
Preparation for the Jupiter-Neptune Masterclass
Saturday, April 16, 2022 • 9 to 10:30 am Pacific

To prepare for the Jupiter-Neptune Masterclass, please spend some reflection and/or
journaling time with the themes of Jupiter (your Inner Wise One-Mentor) and Neptune
(your Inner Dreamer-Visionary) in your astrology birth chart. Allow 30 to 60 minutes to
complete this preparation practice.

For those that understand astrology, you can skip the rest of this preparation and go to
Step 3 below.

For those who are learning about astrology, follow steps 1 through 3 to get some helpful
background.

Step 1: Find the zodiac sign for Jupiter and Neptune in your birth chart:

For Jupiter: Click here to go to the AstroStyle website page that will calculate the zodiac
sign that Jupiter was in at your birth. Enter your birthdate and city of birth, plus your birth
time if you know it. If not, just click the box for “Unknown time.” The calculator will report
the zodiac sign Jupiter in your birthchart. Make a note of it.

For Neptune: Click here to go to the AstroStyle website page that will calculate the
zodiac sign that Neptune was in at your birth. Enter your birthdate and city of birth, plus
your birth time if you know it. If not, just click the box for “Unknown time.” The calculator
will report the zodiac sign for Neptune in your birthchart. Make a note of it.

Step 2: Once you know the zodiac sign in your birthchart for Jupiter and Neptune, read
some basic astrology information about them. Take all interpretations with a grain of
salt, so to speak! You know yourself best. Let the interpretations spark inquiry and
insights for you and not box you.

For Jupiter:

Click here to go to the CafeAstrology webpage to read general information on Jupiter in
your birth chart.

https://cafeastrology.com/whats-my-jupiter-sign.html
https://astrostyle.com/cosmic-calculators/neptune-sign/
https://cafeastrology.com/jupiter.html


Click here to go to the CafeAstrology webpage to read information on Jupiter in the
zodiac signs

As you read this general information and zodiac sign interpretations for your Jupiter,
notice what resonates with regard to your Inner Wise One. Ignore anything that doesn’t.

For Neptune:

Click here to go to the CafeAstrology webpage to read general information on Neptune
in your birth chart.

Click here to go to the Cafe Astrology webpage to read information on Neptune in the
zodiac signs.

As you read this general information and zodiac sign interpretations for your Neptune,
notice what resonates with regard to your Inner Dreamer. Ignore anything that doesn’t.

Step 3: Spend some time reflecting and/or journaling with the themes of Jupiter and
Neptune in your chart. How does the astrology information help you to better
understand the relationship between your Inner Wise One’s quest for understanding,
wisdom and ways to mentor the world (Jupiter) and your Inner Dreamer’s desire to
merge with a greater Mystery, flow with alternative states of consciousness and dissolve
experiences of being a separate ego (Neptune)?

In the Masterclass, you’ll have the option to share some of what you discovered about
your unique expressions of the relationship between your Inner Wise One and Inner
Dreamer.

Thanks for doing the preparation practice. See you in the Masterclass!

https://cafeastrology.com/natal/jupiterinsigns.html
https://cafeastrology.com/neptune.html
https://cafeastrology.com/natal/neptune-pluto-signs.html

